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We’re here to help JEA provide low-cost high-speed
internet over fiber to every household, business, and
municipal facility in Jacksonville.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Municipal Broadband on the Agenda for November JEA Board Meeting
As JEA ramps-up its quest “to be the best utility in the country,” Jacksonville next week rejoins cities
across the United States that are pursuing Municipal Broadband.
Municipal Broadband as a new business opportunity for JEA is a highlight of CEO Jay Stowe’s Strategic
Overview at the upcoming JEA Board Meeting this Tuesday 16 November at 9:00 AM.
Make no mistake, this project is in its earliest stages of study, and JEA is taking a methodical approach to
assessing viability that stretches well into next year. So don’t expect any shovels in the ground this
Spring.
But this is a serious effort that is timely and stands as recognition of the societal imperative of universal
affordable high-speed internet connectivity similar in character to water, sewer, and electricity service.
So don’t miss this chance to hear what JEA has to say about the Municipal Broadband opportunity here
in Jacksonville.
Attend this JEA meeting via Webex or other options, see their PDF with instructions by clicking “Public
Notice” at https://www.jea.com/liveboardmeeting/
Get a PDF of their slide deck for this meeting by clicking “Agenda and Package” at
https://www.jea.com/liveboardmeeting/
Once inside that PDF, the Strategic Overview starts on page 29 and the Municipal Fiber starts on page
49, images of these three pages are printed here for your convenience:

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Washington, D.C.
Great news: President Biden to Sign Bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act Monday.
This $1.2 trillion Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal was passed in the Senate on 10 August by nineteen
Republican and every Democratic Senator. The bill was then passed in the House last Friday 5
November by thirteen Republican and six-shy of every Democratic Representative. For the most part,
the deal contains “hard” infrastructure projects: roads, water, transportation, etc.
This historic infrastructure Act includes $65b for Broadband. The goal of this investment is to “ensure
every American has access to reliable high-speed internet.”
See this Fact Sheet for a high-level understanding of where that $1.2 trillion will be invested. Search on
“internet” for detail on the $65b allocated for Broadband.

The distribution of these Broadband funds will largely be controlled by the States. As industry expert
Doug Dawson wrote this week regarding the largest projected grant program for these funds which will
be administered by NTIA: “Cross your fingers that your State is competent because there are several
crucial steps that states must adhere to before funding is provided”.
Translation: it’s time to contact your representatives in Tallahassee and encourage them to stay on top
of this!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Two Big Announcements
This month’s newsletter has been limited to two extremely significant announcements:
•

JEA Municipal Broadband: JEA demonstrates progress toward its goal “to be the best utility in
the country”

•

Infrastructure Funding: Florida funding is available so “everyone in Jacksonville has access to
reliable high-speed internet.”

Please take the time to thank and support those at JEA and in local and federal government who are
painstakingly working to realize the goal of ubiquitous affordable high-speed internet for all, which is
nothing short of a necessity for our modern society. Please get involved and do what you can.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

JaxPublicInternet Needs Your Help!
It’s an exciting time for Fiber Municipal Broadband in Jax! You can help make it happen, have fun &
volunteer a few hours a week to help JPI. We have needs in these areas:
•
•
•

Marketing: Establish campaign vision, gather resources, lead execution.
Social Media: Keep Twitter feed active, establish presence on other platforms.
Web Dev/Ops: You will not be locked-in to the current platform, bring your creative chops!

Please contact info@JaxPublicInternet.org today!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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